La salle de classe
MUSIC EISTEDDFOD
Last Thursday the Year 1-4 classes participated in the Recorder Eisteddfod at
the Wehl Street Theatre. All students produced high quality work and were
rewarded with First and Second places in the “Primary School Own Choice
Large Ensemble” section.

The Year 3-4 class
played ‘Shrimps on
Tour’ and ‘Dublin
Dan’.
The Adjudicator
comments: “Great
work with pitch and
rhythm well
understood” and
“excellent stage
presentation”.

The Year one and twos
from both classes
formed a large group of
34. They played
‘Caterpillar Bye Bye’ and
‘Gypsy Dance’.
The Adjudicator’s
comments: “Beautifully
performed with lots of
enthusiasm” and “well
done today, very good
stage presentation.”

FRENCH CLASS ACTIVITIES
The Year 5,6&7 Class
This term the class has been learning about The French Revolution and Bastille
Day celebrations.
“I am in the process of making a scratch presentation about the French Revolution.
I have learnt that the poor French people were sick of being badly ruled by King Louis
the 14th and Queen Marie Antoinette and so they started a rebellion and stormed the
Bastille Prison and set the prisoners free and stole weapons.” Harry R.
“I learnt about why the French have Bastille Day as their national holiday. I also
learnt that when they set fire to the Bastille Prison they were able to let all of the
prisoners out. Hence the beginning of the French Revolution which saw the
overthrow of the King and Queen. I have enjoyed learning about The French
Revolution and I have been doing more research on this topic.” Harrison M.
The Year 3&4 Class
This term the class has done work on the Tour de France and Les Magasins
(shops).
Tallara produced a great paragraph written in French about shops in Mount
Gambier.

In my town there is a school which is called Mil Lel
Primary School.
We have supermarkets.
There is a swimming pool.
There is a theatre in the town centre which is called
Sir Robert Helpmann Theatre.
There is also a church and cinema.

